East Riding Pension Fund

ERPF Monthly Data
Collection (MDC)
Employer Guidance

Last updated: 14 March 2022
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1. Introduction
In order to reduce the issues with reconciliation, a monthly data collection (MDC) process has been
implemented within ERPF; now, when you (the employer) pay across your contributions, you will also send
a remittance advice and monthly return spreadsheet to help us identify the payment and split the
contributions between members and employers.
ERPF will post the data received and reconcile payments made by you to member records each month
ensuring that any issues are rectified in a more effective and time efficient manner.
The monthly return also means that some processes will be automatically processed, such as new starters,
under 3 month opt outs, 50/50’s and changes to member data. This will reduce the need for you to
manually send this information to ERPF and help ensure the member records are accurate.
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2. Payments
2.1 Payment details
The bank details you need to make BACs payments are as follows:
Account Name
Sort Code
Account Number

East Riding Pension Fund
60‐02‐23
99113643

If you can’t pay by BACs, please contact the Financial Control Team (FCT) on 01482 394130 to discuss
other ways to pay.

2.2 Payment dates
The monthly contributions process should be completed by the 19th of each month (for the previous
month's deductions) and payment should also be received by ERPF by this date.

2.3 Late payment
Where two consecutive payments are received late, interest will be charged.
Where contributions are regularly paid late, we will report this to the Pensions Regulator.

2.4 Extra Contributions
You should include the following extra contributions that are due on the monthly return:



Buying extra pension through Additional Pension Contributions (APC) contracts
Buying extra scheme membership

Extra contributions for Additional Voluntary Contributions (AVC) must be paid to the AVC provider,
Prudential.
Prudential will give you details of the payment arrangements when setting up a deduction.
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3. Formatting the file
It is imperative that MDC files are formatted and completed correctly; there are over 80 data errors/validations
built in to the process to ensure that accurate data is received and the file will not be submitted until you, the
employer, has cleared these errors.
The specification for the file is attached here and provides lots of information about the data, codes and
formatting criteria of each field (i.e. date, alpha etc.).
The specification and template provided by ERPF is colour co‐ordinated.

Red fields are mandatory for all members
Yellow fields are mandatory for joiners
Orange fields are mandatory for changes
Blue fields are mandatory for leavers including opt outs
Green fields are in addition to the blue fields for all opt outs
These fields are currently not in use by ERPF
Please note that some of these are mandatory fields for more than reason e.g. marital status is a mandatory field
for joiners and leavers; the specification is therefore split between yellow and blue.
Please ensure the following as these will cause the file to error:


There are no commas in the file (including in the address) before you save it;



When you save the file, you do not include any special characters (e.g. apostrophes); and,



Before you save the file, ensure any leading zeros are in column A (i.e. if your employer number is 001,
the leading 0’s must be stored in the field before saving).

If you need to make any changes to a file once it has been saved, it is advised that you always amend the excel
version and resave it as a .CSV to ensure the formatting is correct.
You must also make sure that the same unique payroll reference and unique ID is applied to the same job each
month as the system will use this to choose which record to post the information on.
If either of these numbers are wrongly applied to a job the incorrect pay information will be applied to the
member’s record, causing their benefits to be incorrectly calculated.
Before producing your MDC files you should note the following important points:
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Any employees on a term time formula should have the formula noted in the notes section along with
their actual pay and any other relevant information such as sessional workers



As with your Annual Returns file, each individual job a member has requires a separate entry



If your payroll system does not store a unique payroll reference for each job an employee has, you will
need to manually assign each job a unique reference each month by adding an additional character to
these payroll numbers ‐ the system will not accept duplicate payroll numbers on a file.
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4. Uploading the file
You should upload your completed file as a .CSV using ERPF Online Services. Submitting this file via ERPF Online
Services ensures that your member’s data is secure.
Once logged on to the portal, in your group tray will be the process ‘ERPF MDC ‐ Employer Upload’, this will
need reassigning to the appropriate user to upload the file. Whilst multiple pay locations can be submitted
through one file, some employers may wish to complete more than one process for clarity so please ensure that
you go in to each individual group tray you have access to.

Once you have clicked reassign, you will be taken to the page below where you can select the user from your
employer list and click reassign.

The process is now in the correct users work tray and can be completed.
Once your file has been processed by ERPF, another process will be started ready for the next month (e.g.
once your April file is submitted, another process will be started ready for May’s submission).
As a process will be put in to your group tray every month, it is vital that you regularly log in to the portal to
ensure these do not get missed.
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To open the process either select the action open process or click on the process name.

4.1 Stage 1 – Upload the File
Before you can upload your MDC file, you will need to confirm the end date of the payroll period you are
uploading by using the drop down menu and selecting the relevant date. Click “OK”.
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You will then be able to upload your CSV file by browsing your documents. Please ensure the name of the file
has no special characters as the file upload will error.

Once you have selected your file, click “submit” as shown above. This will automatically send your file to ERPF
and you will not receive an acknowledgement. The process will no longer be outstanding in your worktray.
If you are struggling to load the file in, please refer to 7. Further Information.

4.2 Stage 2 – Data Correction
All errors (X) need to be cleared and changed to a tick (√) before the file can be submitted. All errors (X) will go to
the top of the list so they can be easily identified. Please refer to the “Errors Table” for further information on the
errors you may get when uploading an MDC file. The error numbers will navigate you to specific information on
how to clear these errors.
It is also advised that you check for any warnings (!) which would appear on the last page at the end of the file.
Please contact ERPF if any occur on your file for further information on how to rectify these.
If there are a lot of errors on the file, you may wish to rollback the data and re‐upload an amended .CSV file. It is
advised that you always amend the excel version of your file and resave it as a .CSV to ensure the formatting is
correct. To rollback a file, please see the information in 4.5 Rolling the process back.
You will need to “open” the relevant line on the file (i.e. ones with an error) and amend it as required. You will
then need to save and validate the new information.
To “open” the line which has errored, you will need to “select” it and then click “edit row” as below.

Once the row is open, you will see all of the input fields on the MDC file and the information contained in each
field; you will simply need to amend the data to clear the error (e.g. in this case remove the numbers from the
forename and school fields).
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Once you have amended the data, you will need to scroll down to the “save and validate” button at the bottom.

Once the errors have been removed and all validations have been met, the line will change to a tick (√)

4.3 Stage 3 – Submit the Data

Once you are happy with your file, please “Close” this stage as above; this will submit your data to ERPF and allow
you to move on to Stage 4 – Validate Remittance Advice.

4.4 Stage 4 - Validate Remittance Advice
The remittance totals up all of the financial information you have submitted on the monthly file; the total
remittance for the month is what we would expect you to have paid over to ERPF and therefore it is essential that
you check this information before submitting the file.
The figure ERPF is expecting to receive is right at the end of the row under “TotalRemittance” and you need to
check this before validating the line.
To ensure that this information is never submitted to ERPF in error, this line will always error and you are unable
to submit the file until you have confirmed you are happy with the figure provided.

If you do not agree with the total remitttance figure provided above, you will need to reject the file at this stage
by clicking the “reject” button below and reviewing/amending the data accordingly.
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If you require any further information at this stage, please contact FCT on 01482 394130.

If you are happy with the total remittance figure, you will need to “select” and “edit” the row as
below followed by “save and validate”.

Once this has changed to a tick (√), the file can be submitted by clicking “Close”.

Once you have closed this stage as above; the following message will be shown. You must click “OK”.

Your data will not be submitted until you click OK.
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4.5 Rolling the process back
If you wish to rollback the data click the following action.

You will then be taken to the following screen.

The original Upload process will have closed, and you will have a new Upload process in the employer work tray
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5. What happens next?
Once your file has been submitted, it will work it’s way through a series of checks and procedures. This
includes:
1. Employer Upload –FCT monitor this payment coming in and query this as required.
2. Joiners ‐ Any new joiners on the file are pulled out and records are automatically created. The folder
reference is given to you so this can be input on the next month’s file.
3. Changes ‐ Information given on the file is compared to the data already held on ERPF for example:
addresses, names, marital statuses, hours. Any changes are highlighted and updated or processes are
created to query the information.
4. Pay and Contributions / Leavers ‐ Monthly CARE pay and contributions given on the file are posted to
the active member records. A leaver will be started for any member who has left during that month.
Once ERPF have processed a file through all the stages, another MDC process will be started on the pay location
to allow you to submit the next month’s file., which will then follow through the stages as required.
You must answer any queries before submitting the next MDC file.
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6. Forms which still need completing
There are certain forms which cannot be processed through the MDC file and therefore a form on ERPF
Online Services will still need to be completed.
Please see the table below for further clarification on when these forms need to be submitted.
Pay location forms
ERPF Web New Member Form
ERPF Web Previous Years Pay

Required?
No
Yes

Notes

Member level forms
ERPF Web 50‐50
ERPF Web Authorised Absence

Required?
No
Yes

Notes

ERPF Web Casual Hours Form
ERPF Web Change of Hours or Pay
ERPF Web Change of Personal Details
(Member)

Yes
See notes
See notes

ERPF will advise when we require this

Any absences will need to be processed as
normal through this form
ERPF will advise when we require this
If there is only 1 change within the month, this
will get picked up on the MDC file however if
there are multiple changes within the month,
you need to submit the form so that only the
latest change is processed from the MDC file.
Example:
Hours changes 05/11/2019 and 15/11/2019 –
only the hours change from 15/11/2019 will be
processed from the MDC file so the 05/11/2019
change needs processing through the form
before the MDC is submitted.

ERPF Web Estimate Request
ERPF Web General Changes Form
ERPF Web Leaver Form (Post 2014
Leaver)

Yes
No
See notes

ERPF Web Previous Years Pay
ERPF Web Revised Pay Form

Yes
No

ERPF Web Service History

Yes

ERPF Web Strike Break 2014

Yes

ERPF Web Under 3 Month Opt Out

No

Deaths or retirements must be notified and the
leaver form completed through the online
services still to avoid delays.
All non‐retirement leavers will be processed
through MDC and should not have an online
leaver form completed.
ERPF will advise when we require this
This will now be picked up from the MDC file and
a query will be sent asking you the reason for the
drop and if this is a pay drop under the LGPS
regulations
ERPF will advise when we require this or you can
submit as required if you notice an error on the
member’s service screen
Any strike breaks will need to be processed as
normal through this form
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7. Further Information
7.1 Checks if the file won’t upload


Is all of the data in the correct columns? If you have removed the header, try adding this back in as
it makes it easier to check the data fields.



Is all of the data formatted correctly? A common error appears to be date fields not being in a date
format. All date fields must be in the format DD/MM/YYYY.



Ensure no commas or special characters are on the file. Ensure no pay fields include a comma.



Ensure you included any leading zeros in column A before saving the file.



Ensure column A includes the // ’s – column A should be //EMPLOYERNO



Ensure no special characters are in the name of the file you are trying to upload.



Ensure you have no duplicate folder references.

7.2 Viewing the file
To view the document, click the “View Documents” tab at pay location level.
Your file will be called “ERPF Member Breakdown from Employer”.

7.3 Getting the folder references for new joiners
The folder references for any new joiners will be uploaded as a document called “Folder References for
MDC New Joiners” at pay location. You should make a note of these and apply them to the next file.
To view the document, click the “View Documents” tab at pay location level.
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8. File Specification

• Red fields are mandatory for all members
• Yellow fields are mandatory for joiners
• Orange fields are mandatory for changes
• Blue fields are mandatory for leavers including
opt outs
• Green fields are mandatory for all opt outs
• These fields are not mandatory or not currently
in use by ERPF

14

A

//EMPLOYERNO

B

EMPLOYEEMEMBERSHIPNO

C

EMPLOYEEPAYROLLNO

D

NINO

E

TITLE
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Guidance Notes

Max Length

Field Name

Format

Column

Format Example

Each employer has their own ‘Pay Location Reference’ on UPM. This is
usually a three digit number specific to each employer. This will error if it is
not a recognised pay location reference on UPM.
If your three digit number has a leading zero this must be input.
This is the folder reference specific to that member’s particular pension
record on UPM. This will always be numbers only, but is not a specific
amount of characters. If the folder reference has a leading zero this must be
input.
This is a unique ID for each post, therefore if a member has multiple posts
in the pension scheme, each post should hold a different folder reference.
You should have been provided with all your members’ folder references
and these should be held on your system for each post.
Zeros can only be accepted if column BH contains a ‘‘Y’, which indicates the
line is for a new joiner.
All new joiners each month will be given a folder reference for subsequent
months which will be viewable on your pay location.
This is the payroll number specific to that member’s pensionable post. It
may contain alpha and numeric characters as well as special characters such
as hyphens. This must again be a unique reference for every line and each
pensionable post must have its own line, so a member must not have the
same payroll number for multiple pensionable posts – the line will error if
the payroll reference is not unique.
This is the member’s National Insurance number. It must be provided in the
correct format i.e. AA121212B. If you do not know the member’s National
Insurance number a temporary NINO can be accepted as in the following
format TV 000000 A. The zeros must be changed to the members Date of
Birth.

Text

5

062

Text

8

0234567
Enter 0 if member
is a new joiner

Text

16

123456B

Text

9

NA123456A

This must be one of the following: Mr, Mrs, Miss, Ms, Master, Dr, Rev, Prof,
Sir, Cllr, MX

Text

10

Mr
Mrs
Rev
15

F

FORENAMES

This must contain the member’s forenames – any middle names should be
included in this box, a hyphen will be accepted.
This must contain the member’s surname. If the surname is double
barrelled, a hyphen will be accepted. Apostrophes will also be accepted.
Choose M for Male or F for Female

Text

40

Alan Edward

G

SURNAME

Text

40

Smith

H

GENDER

Text

1

This is the member’s date of birth, and must be provided in the format
01/01/1970. For joiners members must be under age 75 at the date of
admission.
This only needs providing for members who have joined or left in that
month, as well as members who have changed their marital status in that
month. This must be one of the following: Single, Married, Divorced,
Separated, Civil Partner, Same Sex Marriage, Cohabiting Partner, Widowed,
Unknown, Same Sex, Partner.

Date

10

M ‐ Male
F ‐ Female
01/01/1960

I

DOB

J

MARITALSTATUS

Text

20

Married
Divorced

K

DATEOFMARRIAGE

This should be provided in the format 01/01/2019 for members who have
recently married.

Date

10

01/01/2017

L

PHONENUMBER

Numb

11

01132441404

M

EMAILHOME

Text

70

Clare@yahoo.com

N

EMAILWORK

Text

70

Clare@work.co.uk

O

ADDRESSLINE1

Text

50

1 Test Street

P

ADDRESSLINE2

Text

50

Test

Q

ADDRESSLINE3

This is the member’s contact phone number. This must be the correct
number of digits and must contain no spaces. This is not a mandatory field
but if input must contain the leading zero.
This is the member’s personal email address, and will error if it is not a valid
email address format i.e. john@yahoo.com. This is not a mandatory field.
This is the member’s work email address, and will error if it is not a valid
email address format i.e. Clare@work.co.uk. This is not a mandatory field.
Addresses are mandatory for all members.
Addresses must never contain commas.
Counties should be completed in full and not abbreviated.

Text

50

Morley

R

ADDRESSLINE4

Text

50

Leeds

S

ADDRESSLINE5

Text

50

West Yorkshire

T

POSTCODE

This field must be completed along with the address. The postcode needs to Text
be in the correct format e.g. DN14 5BG, and must include the space.

8

LE12 5HG

U
V

JOBTITLE
SCHOOL

This field is mandatory. This field must never contain commas.
This field should be completed where the member works at a school. It
must not contain any numeric characters. This field is not mandatory and
must never contain commas.

60
50

Cleaner
St Peters
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Text
Text
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W

EFFECTIVEDATE

X

SCHEMESECTION

Y

CONTRATE

Z

BASICPENSIONCONTS

AA

MAINSECTIONPENSIONABLEPAY
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This date should be the last day of the month applicable for the month you
are providing, or where a member has left their pensionable employment
prior to the last day of the month, their date of leaving. Dates in a previous
month can be accepted if this is the leaving date. This must be provided in
the format 31/01/2019.
‘1’ must be entered if the member was in the main section of the scheme
for that month. ‘2’ must be entered if the member was in the 50/50 section
of the scheme for that month.
This line will error if you have entered 1 but entered 50/50 pay and/or
contributions in later fields, and vice versa.
This is the actual contribution rate percentage that the member was paying
at the end of that month i.e. 5.5 or 2.75.
This has to be a valid current contribution rate applicable to the LGPS.
This is the employee’s pension contributions that have been paid in the
main section of the scheme. The format should be 120.00 or ‘0’ should be
entered if the employee paid no main section contributions in that month,
i.e. a casual member. This field should not include any 50/50 section
contributions or additional contributions, relating to an additional
contribution contract such as Added Years or APC’s; there are separate
boxes for these contributions to be entered. This will error if you enter
contributions in this box but you have indicated that the member was in the
50/50 scheme for the month by choosing ‘2’ in SCHEMESECTION.
This is the employee’s actual main section pensionable pay paid to them
this month. This is the 2014 CARE definition of pensionable pay, and should
include all pay elements on which main section pension contributions have
been paid including extras like non‐contractual overtime.
If the member has been on any reduced pay due to child related leave, or
reduced or nil pay due to sickness, Assumed Pensionable Pay must be
added to any pay actually paid during the month.
You will need to enter ‘0’ in this field if no main section pay has been paid
and the member is not entitled to APP, i.e. if the member was in the 50/50
section or on unpaid leave or a casual worker who did not work during the
month. This will error if you enter pay in this box but you have indicated
that the member was in the 50/50 scheme for the month by choosing ‘2’ in
SCHEMESECTION.

Date

10

01/01/2017

Text

1

Main section = 1
50/50 section = 2

Real

10

5.5
2.75

Real

10

950.23
0 if contributions
not paid in the
period

Real

10

2345.5
0 if no pay
received relating
to main section
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AB

PENSIONABLEPAY

AC

FIFTYFIFTYSECTPENSIONABLEPAY

AD

FIFTYFIFTYPENSIONCONTS

AE

APCSEMPLOYEEREGULAR

AF

APCSEMPLOYEELUMPSUM
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This is the member’s annual full time equivalent pay (FTE) figure under the
2008 definition. It should be the member’s FTE annual salary as at the last
day of the month, with any term time formula applied. You should not
apply the member’s part‐time hours to this figure.
This should include any regular contractual extras that were pensionable in
the 2008 scheme i.e. contractual overtime. This will error if you provide a
full time equivalent pay that is lower than the expected minimum wage
equivalent, this is currently set to £6,000.
This is the employee’s actual 50/50 section pensionable pay paid to them
this month. This is the 2014 CARE definition of pensionable pay, and should
include all pay elements on which 50/50 section pension contributions have
been paid including extras like non‐contractual overtime. It does not need
dividing by two to take into account the member being in the 50/50
scheme. If the member has been on any reduced pay due to child related
leave, or reduced or nil pay due to sickness, Assumed Pensionable Pay must
be added to any pay actually paid during the month.
You will need to enter ‘0’ in this field if no 50/50 section pay has been paid
and the member is not entitled to APP, i.e. if the member was in the main
section or on unpaid leave or a casual worker who did not work during the
month. This will error if you enter pay in this box but you have indicated
that the member was in the main scheme for the month by choosing ‘1’ in
SCHEMESECTION.
This is the employee’s pension contributions that have been paid in the
50/50 section of the scheme. The format should be 120.00 or ‘0’ should be
entered if the employee paid no 50/50 section contributions in that month.
This field should not include any main section contributions or additional
contributions relating to an additional contribution contract such as Added
Years or APC’s; there are separate boxes for these contributions to be
entered. This will error if you enter contributions in this box but you have
indicated that the member was in the main section for the month by
choosing ‘1’ in SCHEMESECTION.
This field should include any contributions the member paid in that month
relating to a regular Additional Pension Contracts (APC). This could be either
an APC contract to buy back lost pension or a contract to buy extra pension.
Enter ‘0’ if the member did not pay any APC contributions.
This field should be completed with any APC contributions the member paid
in that month as a one‐off lump sum payment, either to buy back lost

Real

10

27666.8
0 if no pay received

Real

10

10000.2
0 if no pay
received relating
to 50/50 section

Real

10

400.66
0 if contributions
not paid in the
period

Real

10

Real

10

1000.37
0 if contributions
not paid in the
period
500.48

18

pension or to buy an additional amount of pension. Enter ‘0’ if the member
did not pay a lump sum APC contribution.

0 if contributions
not paid in the
period
750
0 if contributions
not paid in the
period
150.5
0 if contributions
not paid in the
period
300.33
0 if contributions
not paid in the
period

AG

AVCS

This is the contributions that the member made to Prudential in that month
for an Additional Voluntary Contributions (AVC) contract. Enter ‘0’ if the
member was not paying into an AVC that month.

Real

10

AH

ARCS

Real

10

AI

ADDYRSCONTSUM

Real

10

AJ

EMPLOYERCONTS

Real

10

1001.24
0 if contributions
not paid in the
period

AK

APCSEMPLOYERREGULAR

This field is for any members that are still paying into an Additional Regular
Contribution (ARC) contract that they commenced before 1 April 2014. You
will need to enter the contributions the member paid towards that contract
in that month. Enter ‘0’ if the member did not pay any ARC contributions.
This field is for any members that are still paying into a contract to buy
added years that they commenced before 1 April 2008. You will need to
enter the contributions the member paid towards that contract in that
month. Enter ‘0’ if the member does not pay into a contract to buy added
years.
This is the total contributions that have been paid by the employer in
relation to the member’s pensionable pay in that month on each post.
This field should not include any additional employer contributions relating
to an additional contribution contracts such as APC’s; there are separate
boxes for these contributions to be entered.
Enter ‘0’ if the employer did not pay contributions for the member in that
month, i.e. in cases casual workers who have not worked during the month
or cases of unpaid maternity leave.
This field should be completed with any APC contributions the employer
has paid in that month towards a member’s regular APC contract. Enter ‘0’
if the employer is not paying towards a regular APC contract in that month.

Real

10

AL

APCSEMPLOYERLUMPSUM

This field should be completed with any APC contributions the employer
has paid in that month as a one‐off lump sum payment. Enter ‘0’ if there are
no such contributions.

Real

10

AM

EMPLOYERAVCS

This field should be completed with any contributions the employer has
paid toward a Shared Cost AVC for the member. Enter ‘0’ if the employer is
not paying towards such a contract.

Real

10

AN

PARTTIMEBUYBACKCONTS

This field should be completed with any contributions paid towards a part
time buy back contract in that month. Enter ‘0’ if no contributions were
paid.

Real

10

835.48
0 if contributions
not paid in the
period
5000
0 if contributions
not paid in the
period
205.2
0 if contributions
not paid in the
period
0 if contributions
not paid in the
period
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As far as the ERPF are aware, no buy back contracts exist so this column
should be 0.00.
AO

BREAKSTARTDATEPM

AP

BREAKENDDATEPM

AQ

BREAKREASON

AR

HOURSCHANGESTARTDATE

AS

NEWCONTRACTEDHOURS

AT

NEWSTANDARDHOURS
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Do not use these fields; authorised absences are to be provided through the ‘ERPF Web Authorised Absence’ form on
the Online Services.

This field should be completed if the member has changed their working
Date
hours in that month. The date should be in the format 01/01/2019 and
should be the date the member commenced their new working hours, but
cannot be the same date as the date of Admission.
If the member has joined and changed their hours in the same period, you
will need to complete a Web Change of Hours or Pay’ form
If there are multiple hour changes within the month, please enter the date
of the last hours change. The previous hours change should be provided
through the Online Services on the ‘ERPF Web Change of Hours or Pay’ form
on the member’s record. This needs to have been submitted to the ERPF
and processed before your monthly file can be processed.
This field must be completed for all members who have joined the scheme
Real
in that month, and anyone that has changed their working hours in that
month. The hours should be the weekly hours that the member is working
from commencing or from the date of the hours change i.e. 18.50. If the
member is working full time or a sessional worker, the hours should be
provided as 0.00. If the member is working in a casual post, the hours
must be provided as 0.01 (this will error where you have indicated that the
member is casual but have provided any other hours).
If the member has had multiple hour changes within the month, this should
be the latest hours change for this month. The previous hours change
should be provided through the Online Services on the ‘ERPF Web Change
of Hours or Pay’ form on the member’s record. This needs to have been
submitted to the ERPF and processed before your monthly file can be
processed.
This field must be completed for all members who have joined the scheme
in that month, and anyone that has changed their working hours in that
month. The hours should be the full time standard hours that are

Real

10

10

10/11/2017

10

18.50
Casual ‐ 0.01
Full Time ‐ 0.00
Part Time ‐ actual
weekly contracted
hours (e.g. 18.50)

37.00
100.00
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applicable to the member’s post, i.e. 37.00, if the member is part time or
casual. If the member is working full time or is a sessional worker, the
standard hours should be provided as 100.00.
AU

PREVCONTRACTEDHOURS

This field must be completed where a member has changed their working
hours in that month. It is the previous hours that the member was working
before the date of their last hours change this month. It should be entered
in the same format as the NEWCONTRACTEDHOURS field.

Real

10

AV

PREVSTANDARDHOURS

Real

10

AW

DOA

Date

10

01/11/2017

AX

CASUAL

Text

1

Y ‐ Yes

AY

PENPAY

Real

10

20000

AZ

AE

This field must be completed where a member has changed their working
hours in that month. It is the previous full time hours that was applicable to
the member’s post before the date their last hours change this month. It
should be entered in the same format as the NEWSTANDARDHOURS field.
This is the member’s date of admission into the pension scheme (the date
the member joined the LGPS for this post), in the format 01/01/2019.
This field must be completed where column BH contains a ‘Y’, which
indicates the line is for a new joiner.
This field is to be used as an indicator for whether a member’s post is a
casual hours post or not and should be completed where column BH
contains a ‘Y’, which indicates the line is for a new joiner, or when providing
changes in hours.
If the post is casual, ‘Y’ must be entered in this box. This will error if a ‘Y’ is
entered but the NEWCONTRACTEDHOURS has not been set as 0.01.
This field must be completed where column BH contains a ‘Y’, which
indicates the line is for a new joiner. It is the annual pensionable pay that
the member is expected to earn, not the full time equivalent pay. This figure
should be the 2014 CARE definition of pensionable pay, and should include
all pay elements on which pension contributions will be paid including
extras like contractual overtime. This figure should be the full time
equivalent pay reduced by the member’s hours and any term time formula.
If you are aware of how much overtime the member is likely to be working,
you may include this expected figure in your calculation. This will error if ‘0’
is entered and column BH contains a ‘Y’, which indicates the line is for a new
joiner.
If column BH contains ‘N’ indicating that the member is not a joiner this
field should be left blank.
This field must be completed where column BH contains a ‘Y’, which
indicates the line is for a new joiner.

Text

4

Y ‐ Yes
N ‐ No
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20.00
Casual ‐ 0.01
Full Time ‐ 0.00
Part Time ‐ actual
weekly contracted
hours (e.g. 18.50)
37.00
100.00
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BA

EETYPE

Enter ‘Y’ to indicate that the member has been enrolled due to auto
enrolment rules.
Enter ‘N’ to indicate that the member has been contractually enrolled or
opted in voluntarily.
This field must be completed where column BH contains a ‘Y’, which
indicates the line is for a new joiner.

Text

6

Date

10

Text

1

Y ‐ Yes
N ‐ No

Text

1

Y ‐ Yes
N ‐ No

Date

10

05/11/2017

Please choose the relevant abbreviation that relates to the member’s post.

BB

OORECDDATE

BC

ERDEC

BD

OOFG

BE

OODATE
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This field must be completed where column BD contains a ‘Y’, or the reason
for leaving is provided as opt out. The date should be in the format
01/01/2019 and should be the date the signed opt out form was received
by the employer. This must be the last day of the month in which
contributions ware taken.
This field must be completed where column BD contains a ‘Y’, or the reason
for leaving is provided as opt out. This is a declaration that the employer
has seen the signed opt out form and provided enrolment information to
the member. Enter ‘Y’ to confirm this.
This will error if it is not set to ‘Y’ but the OOFG flag has been set to ‘Y’
This field must be completed where column BH contains a ‘Y’ indicating the
line is for a new joiner and where column BJ contains a reason for leaving as
OPT.
This field should be set to ‘Y’ if a member has opted out within 3 months of
joining and the contributions have been refunded through payroll. Please
ensure any contributions paid over to ERPF have been reclaimed.
If the member has opted out but it is after the 3 months, ‘N’ should be
entered and contributions must be refunded by ERPF.
This will error if ‘Y’ is entered but the OODATE and OOREASON fields have
not been completed.
This field must be completed in all cases where a member has opted out
under 3 months and the OOFG has been set to ‘Y’. It is the date that the
member has been opted out of the scheme from, in the format
01/01/2019. It will error if the date used is earlier than the date of
admission (date entered in the DOA field) or if it more than 3 months from
this date.

EJ ‐ Eligible
Jobholder
NEJ ‐ Non‐Eligible
Jobholder
EW ‐ Entitled
Worker
CO ‐ Contractual
Joiner
05/11/2017
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BF

OOREASON

This field must be completed where the member has opted out under 3
months. It is used to indicate whether the member has opted out after
being contractually enrolled or auto enrolled.

Text

2

BG

DISCFG

1

BH

JOINERFG

BI

LEAVERFG

This field is not mandatory, but is used to indicate whether the member has Text
opted out of electronic communication for disclosure purposes.
ERPF do not currently use this.
This field must be set to ‘Y’ in all cases where a members post appears on
Text
the monthly submission for the first time. It must be set to ‘N’ in all other
cases. This will error if it has been set to ‘Y’ and all the necessary joiner fields
have not been completed.
This is the leaver indicator so must be set to ‘Y’ when the member has left
Text
employment or opted out after the month of joining. It must be set to ‘N’
for all members that haven’t left.

BJ

REASONFORLEAVING

This field must be completed for all members who have had the leaver
indicator set to ‘Y’. Please enter the correct MDC code shown below that
relates to the correct reason for leaving.
NON RETIREMENT REASONS FOR LEAVING:
MDC CODE
REASON
LEFT
RESIGNATION, REDUNDANCY (UNDER AGE 55), END
OF FIXED TERM CONTRACT
OPT
OPT OUT
NONF
DISMISSAL ‐ MEMBER HAS NOT INCURRED
MONETARY OBLIGATION FROM THIS ACT OR
OMISSION AND YOU ARE NOT SEEKING TO
RECOVER THIS OBLIGATION FROM THE MEMBER’S
ACCRUED PENSION – SEE NOTES IN BOX BELOW*.
FIN
DISMISSAL - MEMBER HAS INCURRED

Text

1

1

100

AE – Auto
Enrolment
C ‐ Contractual i.e.
LGPS regulations
Y ‐ Yes
N ‐ No
Y if Yes ‐ if member
joined the scheme
during the period.
N if No
Y if Yes - if member
left the scheme
during the period.
N if No
Freetext field –
Please use the
correct MDC code
for the reason for
leaving.
LEFT
RET

MONETARY OBLIGATION FROM THIS ACT OR

OMISSION AND YOU ARE SEEKING TO RECOVER

THIS OBLIGATION FROM THE MEMBER’S ACCRUED

TUPE
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PENSION – SEE NOTES IN BOX BELOW*.

TUPE TRANSFER / ACADEMY CONVERSION ‐
MOVEMENT BETWEEN SCHOOLS IN A MULTI
ACADEMY TRUST IS NOT A TUPE.
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*Dismissal Guidance: Regulation 93 of the LPGS Regulation
2013 applies if the member has been dismissed as a consequence
of grave misconduct or a criminal, negligent or fraudulent act or
omission in connection with this employment.

BK

REDUCTIONINPAY

BL

PIOVERRIDEDATE

BM

PRE2008FTEPAY

RETIREMENT AND DEATH REASONS FOR LEAVING:
MDC CODE
REASON
DEATH
DEATH IN SERVICE
RET
VOLUNTARY LEAVER – OVER AGE 55
REDUNDANCY – OVER AGE 55
EFFICIENCY OF SERVICE OVER AGE 55
FLEXIBLE RETIREMENT
RETIREMENT – ILL HEALTH
LEAVER – AGE 55 TO 60 – RULE OF 85 ON
Please note that individual leaver forms will still need to be submitted for
Retirements and Deaths via the online services including the specific
reason for retirement.
This field should be set as ‘N’ until further notice.
This field allows an employer to indicate if a member has suffered a genuine
reduction in pay as defined under the LGPS regulations and the employer is
calculating which of the member’s pay figures covered by the reduction in
pay should be used to calculate their benefits.
ERPF do not currently ask employers to provide this information and will
request previous pay figures as required.
This field should be left blank until further notice.
This field would be populated with date that falls one day after the last date
of the pay period used in column BM if employers were providing pay
figures for members who have suffered a reduction in pay as above.
This field should be left blank until further notice.

Text

1

Y
N

Date

10

12/04/2016

Real

10

21000

Text

1

Text
Text

1
1

Y
N
13
Y

ERPF do not currently ask employers to provide this information and will
request previous pay figures as required.

BN

REDUCTIONWAIVED

BO
BP

TYPEOFILLHEALTHRET
SERIOUSILLHEALTH
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If a member has service before 1 April 2014 the Pensionable Pay (2008
definition) for the last 365 will be requested through the online services.
All these fields can be left blank as retirement and deaths in service will be
processed prior to the receipt of the monthly data file using the leaver form
on the online services.
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BQ
BR

ASSUMEDPENPAY
NOTES
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Members who have retired or died during the month must still appear on
the monthly data but these fields do not need to be completed.
This field should contain the member’s term time formula and, if the
member is sessional, the text ‘sessional’ and the member’s annual actual
full-time rate of pay, without any reduction for term time formula or
hours.
This field must be completed with the above information where column BH
contains a ‘Y’, which indicates the line is for a new joiner.
This field can also be used for any information you need ERPF to be aware
of that do not fit into any of the other fields.

Real
Text

10
250

N
20000
*FREETEXT*
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